
In my diploma I concentrate on the analysis of short stories by Boris AntonenkoDavydovych, the
Ukrainian writer, whose works belong to the first half of the 20th
century. I especially aim at Davydovych´s prozaic works from the 1920s which had been
affected by revolution changes and after-revolution-chaotic reality.
First I introduce the literary process and time when the author was active and I
chronologically name the sequence of Davydovych´s prose. In the first chapter I analyze the single
stories at large while focusing on the action that is later divided into partial
chapters and focusing on the most important plots and expressive characteristics, I explore the
composition issue, the characters themselves, time and space point of view and also
the author´s style, the method of his narration and his choice of lexical and figurative
instruments. The second chapter concerns the topics of Davydovych´s stories. His works
from the 1920s map the historical topics of the World War I and the year 1905, the civil war and the
famine in the years of 1921–23, the after-revolution reality. The third chapter focuses Davydovych´s
stylistic range that does not divert from realistic mantinels. Though his work is also influenced by
revolutinary impressionism, neoromantism and symbolism. The fourth chapter deepens the view of the
main characters of Davydovych´s prose. In the conclusion I sum up the contribution, the goals and the
findings of my
diploma work. I tried to contribute to the expansion of the awareness of Davydovych´s short prose from
the 1920s that still stand beside the shade of his better-known and more famous prose. I emphasized the
thematic and stylistic aspects of the works and focused on the view of the characters, too. I emphazise
the formal features of the work and the content. I
stress also the influnce of the time, which definetely did not favour the strong and national-democratic
displays and creative spirit of anti-ideologically orientated writers.


